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Water polo team: Replaced with track and field

By LUIS PETTY  Staff Writer

Director of Athletics Dr. Kevin Hatcher announced the cancellation of women’s water polo and the addition of women’s track and field for the 2014-2015 year that took effect March 21.

Associate Director of Media Relations Mark Reinhiller, clarified some uncertainties about the statement released by Hatcher in the recent cancellation.

Reinhiller referred to Hatcher’s announcement and explained women’s water polo was the only sport not included in the California Collegiate Athletic Association (CCAA) and that they belonged to the Western Water Polo Association (WWPA), a league not associated with the CCAA.

Reinhiller explained there has been a gradual decline in schools who still remain part of the WWPA and are slowly dropping the water polo from their sports roster.

Since the sport had declined to only five schools still remaining in the WWPA, including CSUSB, it became clear that water polo was the logical choice to be dropped from the women’s sports roster in sight of this trend.

Reinhiller explained players’ scholarships would be extended for the upcoming year. He added that any attempt to extend the scholarships for a longer length would not be allowed by the NCAA.

Former Head Coach, Sarah Reneker, will not be reinstated as coach at CSUSB. “She is the head coach for the water polo team, so when the team is done then her tenure here as coach, which is what she is, would come to an end,” said Reinhiller.

Reinhiller explained that water polo costs anywhere between $75,000 to $80,000 a year and he anticipates that switching to track and field would only cost a little under $10,000 to maintain.

In an effort to get a perspective from the water polo team, Madison Morris, a member of the women’s water polo team explained that she believes that things aren’t as plain and simple as they appear and explains that the situation may fall under political implications.

Morris explained that Sarah and Hatcher didn’t get along and the tensions between them caused a lack of communication between the team and Hatcher.

“Circumstances are weird and no one is talking to us,” said Morris.

A petition has been launched to save the water polo team.

For more information visit the site at petitions.moveon.org/sign/save-csusb-womens-water.

Alabama judge allows segregation of high school

By EMMAUEN GUTIERREZ  Staff Writer

A high school in Tuscaloosa, Alabama once considered a “model of racial integration,” has now been segregated following a ruling by their school districts.

Brown v. Board of Education ruled state sponsored segregation was a violation against the “equal protection clause” of the 14th Amendment.

However, school districts have overturned the ruling due to complications arising from newly constructed schools, changing school zones, and lack of funding to bus students, according to nola.com.

The integration of students prioritized a heterogeneous mix of racial and cultural backgrounds, but simultaneously, students of varying socioeconomic classes began sharing classrooms as well.

According to an article on ProPublica, the achievement gap between minority and white students narrowed during this period of integration but, “widened as they became less so.”

“When the District Courts lifted the ‘desegregation orders,’ school officials and well-to-do parents pushed for new schools to be built in all-white neighborhoods,” said Dr. Elsa Valdez, a CSUSB sociology professor.

“White flight” redistributed the racial and ethnic population, making integration in schools imbalanced, according to an article on tuscaloosanews.com.

“Apartheid schools” or educational institutions composed of populations with white students making less than one percent in attendance have come into existence once again, according to ProPublica.

Minority dominated schools, typically in socioeconomically disadvantaged districts, tend to have fewer available resources for teachers and students in the classroom, which decreases the likelihood of academic success, according to a study performed by the American Psychological Association.

“Lack of funding has always plagued the educational institutions I have attended. Paper, pens, ink to print—resources we take for granted everyday were scarce. Teachers paid for supplies and were never reimbursed,” said student Melissa Polo, health science major.

“Students from lower income families, in general, are less successful academically and there’s probably a million and one reasons for that,” said student Robert Figueroa.

Nikole Hannah-Jones, journalist for ProPublica, highly suspects a deal had been made behind the scenes and said, “The decision to break up the schools was planned long in advance before the judge issued the desegregation order.”

“Everyone is prejudiced in many ways. It is those who are honest about it and make an attempt to work on it that eventually see through the color-blind haze,” said Dr. Dwight Sweeney, a CSUSB professor of race and racism.

When voting on the Brown v. Board of Education case, Chief Justice Earl Warren said that separating black children from others of similar age and qualification based only on their race creates a feeling of inferiority to their status within the community and affects their hearts and minds in a way that’s unlikely to be undone.

“In a two-tiered society, tensions between the ‘haves’ and ‘have not’s’ can result in internal conflicts which are very unproductive. Alabama is not the only state with segregation issues,” said Valdez.

“National studies show that this phenomenon is also occurring in the southwestern states such as California,” added Valdez.

As this re-segregation unfolds in Tuscaloosa, the rest of the nation watches and waits for the outcome.
Tensions escalate between Russia and U.S.

By MINTIMER AVILA
Online Editor

Pro-Russian activists in Ukraine have seized various government build-
ings throughout the Donetsk and Luhansk regions.

Russia responded to the situation by placing an estimated 40,000 Russian troops near the border of Ukraine.

A recent international deal in Geneva between Russia, Ukraine and the western powers was established on April 17 to address this issue but rising tension has caused Washington and its allies to prepare more sanctions against Russia if they fail to take control of the situation.

“We expect and we will be watching whether Russia does or does not uphold its agreement and renew anti-terror measures caused Washington and its allies to prepare more sanctions against Russia if they fail to take control of the situation.”

According to The Washington Post, Russian Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov, believes the U.S. is actually responsible for the uprising in Ukraine and argues that an attack on the Russian citizens is an attack on the Russian Federation.

In response to the Russian troops near the border, the U.S. has begun to deploy 600 paratroopers near the area to boost the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NA-TO’s) defenses in eastern European states that border the Ukraine.

It was reported by CNN that tensions escalated quickly on April 24 after Ukrainian troops reportedly killed five pro-Russian militants.

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shigov said that Russian forces would be conducting military drills near the border as a response to these actions.

CCBriefs:

By MARYLYN RODRIGUEZ
Opinions Editor

The prices for limes are rising and so are lime thieves (April 7)

Due to the rising prices of limes, people are stealing limes directly from the groves, which in turn causes prices to rise even higher.

The price has increased so much that truckers transporting limes have to travel with escorts due to a recent bandit who stole more than $50,000 in shipment.

Biofuels have a higher pollution rate than gasoline (April 20)

The Obama administration concluded that biofuels are better for the environment than gasoline. Yet scientific studies found that biofuels will only speed up the process of global warming.

Middle aged people moving back in with their parents (April 20)

The economy continues to grow increasingly worse, which has led to people in their fifties having to move back home with their parents.

Reports show that middle-aged adults are moving home at a higher rate than young adults who have just graduated college and on the hunt for jobs.

Apple’s “Goes Green” (April 21)

Apple has found that the improper disposal of their devices is contaminating landfills. For this reason, they have decided to recycle products and give customers gift cards as compensation for their cooperation given that the products are still in good condition. However, if they are not in good condition, they will still take the product with no compensation in return.

Mexican president tries to ban Internet (April 21)

President Enrique Pena Nieto is trying to pass a new law that claims to provide greater access to the Internet.

However, activists say that certain conditions in the bill allow the government to have control over the Internet of residents.

Activists claim that the bill would allow the government to cut off Internet access on their phones and in their homes.

The government would also be allowed to go through anyone’s Internet history without a court order.

The bill also allows a temporary block signal as a way of national security in government related events.

Money has more bacteria than we think (April 21)

Scientists have found over 3,000 different types of microbes on dollar bills. One of the most abundant species of microbes is an acne inhibitor. Some of these microbes carry antibiotic resistance.

They also claim that a wallet at body-temperature works as a petri dish, in the sense that it proliferates more and more microbes.

Gorillas dying at a rapid pace due to contamination of human illnesses (April 21)

The gorilla population in Uganda is threatened by deforestation as well as human diseases.

Gorillas have a similar genetic make-up to humans making them susceptible to human viruses, however, there are no methods to treating these animals.

This can lead to the species’ death and possibly even their extinction.
News

Bullying effects can last lifetime

By STEPHANIE PARA
Staff Writer

A new study reveals that childhood bullying trauma may affect a victim’s life well into their retirement years.

The study, published in the journal Pediatric Psychology, assessed the long-term effects of childhood bullying victims.

The authors, Ryo Takizawa, Barbara Minghui, and Louise Arsenault, gathered their evidence from a 56-year-old ongoing research data collection on children born in the year 1958 in the United Kingdom called the British National Child Development Study.

“The impact of bullying is persistent and pervasive, with health, social, and economic consequences lasting well into adulthood,” said Takizawa as reported by Forbes contributor Alice G Walton.

The study found that those who were bullied frequently or severely are more likely than their non-bullied peers to have reduced cognitive function, fewer social relationships, and a less perceived quality of life at the age of 50, as well as higher rates of depression, anxiety disorders, and suicide than their non-victimized peers.

CSUSB Director of the Human Development program and Psychology Professor Eugene Wong added that children who are bullied may develop, not only emotional concerns, but academic and behavioral concerns as well.

The children involved in the study that were frequently bullied were found to have lower educational levels at midlife and the men in the labor market were more likely to be unemployed and to earn less than their peers, according to the study conducted.

The authors concluded their study by emphasizing the need for intervention to reduce bullying exposure in childhood and minimizing long-term effects on the well-being of victims.

“These kinds of outcomes may impact their success in life, if not addressed,” said Wong.

Wong believes that while we cannot answer specifically how long the effects of bullying may last due to the unique variability in each case, a child impacted by bullying can definitely be helped.

CSUSB Sociology Professor Ernestine Avila offered her advice to help prevent this problem from developing in bullied children.

“Parents and teachers in early education can help by making it a priority to teach children what bullying is, and the consequences of it,” said Avila.

“[Bullying] can shape you,” said Cadence Loney, a psychology student who has experienced childhood bullying firsthand. Loney believes that bullying awareness is beginning to develop but still needs serious attention.

“I would say there is an increasing awareness of the phenomenon for people in the U.S. I think many people are surprised by the extent to which it is present in schools. Additionally, I think many people are surprised by potential negative impact it has on the child or children who is/are bullied,” said Wong.

Located on campus, CSUSB students who have or are currently experiencing bullying may receive help from the Psychological Help Center. They offer individual, couple, and group counseling for any student, which is included in student tuition.

The center hosts workshops events that cover a variety of psychological problems that students may encounter. Locations and dates are regularly sent to student e-mails.

Lack of resources could lead to war

By ANDRES IBARA
Staff Writer

As the world becomes an even hotter oven, the demand for natural resources increases, and many fear the possibility of nations going to war over the declining resources.

The possibility of conflict over natural resources accompanying climate change is hitting the poor the hardest.

Retired Brig. General Chris King told Responding to Climate Change, an internet blog that dealing with climate change is like getting sucked into a war that lasts 100 years and that the military will need to plan when trouble starts.

“There is no exit strategy that is available for many of the problems,” King told the blog. “You can see in military history, when you have longer durations, that’s when you’re most likely to not win.”

He was not the only former military general to speak up about the growing concerns over climate change and the possibility of war over essential resources.

In an interview with Fox News, retired Rear Adm. David Tiltie said that the parallels between the events of World War I and current events are eerily close.

“The decisions made in 1914 reflected policies of short-term gains and benefits, coupled with institutional benefits, and a failure to imagine and understand the risks or to learn from past history,” said Tiltie to Fox.

He also said that while climate changes may not be the immediate cause of increased tensions and conflict but it still plays a significant role once it hits the superpowers.

In an interview with Slate, Tiltie said that in a hypothetical situation, a prolonged drought in China or Russia would lead them to exert rights and get aggressive with contracted African nations.

“If you start getting instability in large powers with nuclear weapons, it’s not a good day,” Tiltie said to Slate.

Tiltie added that the U.S. would probably get involved with these conflicts due corporations that not only have stakes on different resources but also have great influence on different political parties, that include Exxon, Boeing, and Coca-Cola.

When asked about the possibility of U.S. involvement, student Tyler Rahier said that while he doesn’t expect it any time soon, he wouldn’t be surprised due to how greedy some people can be.

“There are many people, however, who don’t see the possibility of war over climate change or depleting resources happening in the near future. According to Gallup, a data-driven news site, not many Americans take interest in climate changes, with only one-third of the general public thinking it is a concern.

Many people believe that going to war over climate change doesn’t seem necessary and they would instead learn to adapt as many others have in the past.

Dr. Mark Clark, one of the directors of the Political Science departments, said that he can’t see nations going to war over climate change.

“There have always been conflicts over climate change, but the situations sound more hypothetical,” said Clark.

Clark later explained how most people would usually just adapt to different environmental changes rather than attack others and used the Navajo Indians as an example.

“Even though war may not happen right away, always consider the possibility that war can occur.”

“If you start getting instability in large powers with nuclear weapons, it’s not a good day.”

David Tiltie
Rear Admiral

These who experience childhood bullying may be at higher risk of developing anxiety disorders, and lower educational levels at midlife and the men in the labor market were more likely to be unemployed and to earn less than their peers, according to the study conducted.

The authors concluded their study by emphasizing the need for intervention to reduce bullying exposure in childhood and minimizing long-term effects on the well-being of victims.

“These kinds of outcomes may impact their success in life, if not addressed,” said Wong.

Wong believes that while we cannot answer specifically how long the effects of bullying may last due to the unique variability in each case, a child impacted by bullying can definitely be helped.

CSUSB Sociology Professor Ernestine Avila offered her advice to help prevent this problem from developing in bullied children.

“Parents and teachers in early education can help by making it a priority to teach children what bullying is, and the consequences of it,” said Avila.

“[Bullying] can shape you,” said Cadence Loney, a psychology student who has experienced childhood bullying firsthand. Loney believes that bullying awareness is beginning to develop but still needs serious attention.

“I would say there is an increasing awareness of the phenomenon for people in the U.S. I think many people are surprised by the extent to which it is present in schools. Additionally, I think many people are surprised by potential negative impact it has on the child or children who is/are bullied,” said Wong.

Located on campus, CSUSB students who have or are currently experiencing bullying may receive help from the Psychological Help Center. They offer individual, couple, and group counseling for any student, which is included in student tuition.

The center hosts workshops events that cover a variety of psychological problems that students may encounter. Locations and dates are regularly sent to student e-mails.
Hate crime shooting leaves three dead

By CHELSEA GALVEZ
Staff Writer

A shooting that left three dead at two Jewish centers in Overland Park, Kansas, has caused many to reevaluate the realities of prejudice and racism in the United States.

On Sunday, April 13, 2014, Frazier Glen Cross shot and killed Dr. William Lewis Corporon, 69, and his 14 year old grandson in the parking lot of the Kansas Jewish Community Center.

Corporon and his grandson were on their way to a talent contest when Cross opened fire on the two while yelling, “Heil Hitler,” said authorities.

None of those killed were Jewish.

Immediately after the attack, police said Cross proceeded to the Village Shalom senior living facility, where he opened fire and killed Terri LeManno, who was visiting her mother.

An investigation revealed that Cross is an avid white supremacist and isn’t shy about expressing his beliefs.

“Cross is a raging anti-Semite who has posted extensively in online forums that advocate exterminating Jews,” said the Southern Poverty Law Center, according to CNN.

Cross continued to shout anti-Semitic slurs upon his arrest, according to police.

“I believe there is only one race – the human race. For people that see things according to race – racism is antipathy and a bias toward a person or group based on preconceived notions usually based on skin color,” said Dr. Timothy Pytell, a professor in the CSUSB social science department.

“Cross is an avowed anti-Semite and isn’t shy about expressing his beliefs. I believe there is only one race – the human race. For people that see things according to race – racism is antipathy and a bias toward a person or group based on preconceived notions usually based on skin color,” said Dr. Timothy Pytell, a professor in the CSUSB social science department.

Many feel as though racism and prejudice are ideas of the past. However, current events such as these have caused many students to rethink their assumptions about prejudice and racism.

“These hate crimes remind me that racism and prejudice still exist today and that there are people out there who will act out because of it. It’s unfortunate,” said student Brittany Carrollo.

According to Pytell, anti-Semitism is not a race issue but a religious issue that gets put into the same category as racism.

“Heil Hitler made the Jews into a race. Orthodox Jews may see themselves as a race – but the vast majority of Jews don’t see themselves that way nor are they a race. Anyone can be or become Jewish. It is a religion,” Pytell continued.

Although the three that were gunned down were not Jewish, the setting of the act suggests Cross’s intention, of carrying out actions similar to those committed by Adolf Hitler.

“He didn’t kill any Jews – he killed randomly but based on the place he killed, it appears he wanted to kill Jews. But like Hitler his actions were a profoundly destructive fantasy,” said Pytell.

Hate crimes occur on a daily basis and leave many to wonder if there will be a time when society will embrace a post-racial world.

“I think America is slowly moving toward a post-racist society. Overcoming all forms of xenophobia takes time – but on the other hand most humans are hard wired psychologically to ‘other’ and thus hate. So a purely post racial world is a utopia and not of this world,” Pytell continued.

Although the ideas of racism and prejudice peak after hate crimes like this, it should be known that not all people are racists.

“I think it is helpful to remember that these ‘racists’ are a tiny minority– they are also one price we pay for a free society,” said Pytell.

The shooting at the Jewish centers in Kansas have caused many to re-examine their preconceived notions about racism.
Getting involved and showing 'Yote pride

By MARK MASCETTI
Staff Writer

School activities are a great way for students to have fun and unwind from school stress. CSUSB’s main website has an event list towards the bottom of the front page that shows upcoming events and activities on campus, as well as the posters all over Santos Manuel Student Union.

“The Student Union is a great place for students to get information about school activities,” said Kinesiology major and cheerleader Thelma Robles.

“There are literally posters everywhere and a desk to go to for information about pretty much anything,” added Robles.

These activities allow students to get to know each other and create a network while maintaining school spirit. “I definitely think students should participate in school pride. It’s like showing where we are from and who we are,” said Robles.

There are many events being held this week, including the second annual Arts and Music Festival on Friday, May 2. This event will have food, a fabulous art display, and music performed by local and known musicians, according to the Arts and Music Festival website.

Students will be encouraged to meet each other and build connections while exploring the different events.

This activity should be fun for anyone interested in meeting other people, viewing artwork, or listening to live music.

If you have a break during classes and are ahead on homework, feel free to go to the pub, game room, food court, or TV room (bay room) in the Student Union and make friends.

An important skill to nearly any job is being able to build and maintain relationships, meet new people and have fun.

“One of the benefits to participating in school activities is you get to know a lot of people, you can network with professors and build future relationships,” said Communication student and cheerleader Essence Murphy.

If you have homework to do but are also looking to interact with other people during breaks, the Osher Adult Re-entry Center (OARC) is the place for you.

“I come to the San Manuel Student Union every break and go to the OARC downtown,” Murphy added. “I can literally go in the Union, see all my friends and knock out my homework at the same time. It’s like killing two birds with one stone.”

Stop making college any more difficult or boring than it already is and make the most of it.

“In general, all student-based campus fees have to go through a student advisory committee,” said Associate Vice President of Finance, M. Monir Ahmed.

Most students, however, are not properly informed about the implication of these fees, and more importantly, how services provided by these fees are essential to academic and personal growth.

“For example, student health fees provide basic health care services such as: immunization, preventative care, urgent care – as well as provide students with quick tips to help them refer to sources we don’t think they would,” said Ahmed.

Ahmed further explained that implementing changes to fees are instituted one of two ways: student referendum or alternative consultation, such as student organization bodies and faculty.

“The administration and faculty are guiding, but the students are driving – to speak up with what they need,” added Ahmed.

This includes, but is not limited to: basic tuition fees, other system-wide fees, and campus-based mandatory fees.

Yearly mandatory fees for CSUSB students include: Student Body Center ($372), Health Services ($221), IRA ($146), Materials Services and Facilities ($177), and more.

Services provided by these fees have no relation to tuition cost and are supplement mental programs to help foster student needs.

Compared to average campus-mandatory fees provided by all CSUs, San Bernardino costs are significantly lower.

For example, the Materials Services and Facilities fee is 28% lower than the CSU average, according to the 2013-2014 CSU Tuition and Fee Rates.

Student Success Initiative fee (SSI) at CSUSB is the lowest among campus- ary, explained Ahmed.

“Student Success Initiative funds programs that either create new options or enhance current abilities of students,” added Ahmed.

This includes, but is not limited to, virtual tech services and projects, counseling and academic advising, and various other academic endeavors for unique student needs.

 “[Campus-based mandatory] fees are for programs and services students aspire on campus, to enhance campus life and prepare them for postgraduate success,” said Ahmed.

Students can access policies.csusb.edu for more information about campus-based mandatory fees.

By SHIANE JACOCKS
Staff Writer

Debt increases stress. Some students at CSUSB wish they didn’t have to worry about student loans, but knowing that they do make students feel under pressure.

I have found that financial aid at CSUSB may be increasing anxiety for students.

I have financial aid and I personally believe that in the back of my mind, I am worrying about all the money I am spending for my tuition.

Having little knowledge about debt and its consequences only increases my anxiety.

“I’m not that familiar about the process. I only know the general types like grants, loans, and work-study, but I never really thought about it,” said student Steven Merril.

Students need to be aware of the financial aid process and other options available to help pay for their future.

Some students are also unaware of programs and non-profit organizations that provide money to pay for colleges, even though this information can be attained at the Financial Aid office.

However, there are some students who might argue that financial aid decreases anxiety for them.

“I am very much aware of financial aid and I feel if it wasn’t for it, I wouldn’t be going to school,” said student Linda Aguilera.

Merril also said that if he had financial aid, he believes that it would be very beneficial toward his tuition.

Every quarter, CSUSB offers scholarships for students.

However, students reported they were either unaware of scholarships or they hadn’t even applied yet.

“The worry at the moment is not present, but I know grants won’t cover it all. When I get older I’ll have to worry and I’m not looking forward to that,” said student and Sal Aguilar.

CSUSB is one of the universities with the highest debt in all of the state schools.

The financial aid website states that students should increase their knowledge, become more familiar, and investigate other forms of financial aid.

Financial aid provides grants, which you do not have to pay back; loans that you pay back after you have finished school, and work-study, which is money that one student earns.

The Financial aid website also states that they provide enough to cover tuition, fees, books, supplies, housing and transportation. Those expenses are not the only things that students have to worry about.

Finaid.csusb.edu explains the different types of financial aid, eligibility for determination, and provides tools such as the online application.

Many students reported that financial aid is beneficial, but the idea of paying back money is difficult to imagine.

Some students manage two or even three jobs while attending school to keep off or lessen the debt.

A scholarship, also called the California Middle Class Scholarship is offered for Undergraduate students this year through 2015.

Information about this scholarship can be viewed on the CSUSB website.

Further financial aid information can be found on students’ MyCoyote.
Students and professors respond to plagiarism

By RONA ORTIZ
Staff Writer

Internet plagiarism is on the rise, and it is a trend college students shouldn’t follow.

A Pew Research survey of college presidents stated that there has been an 89 percent increase in academic cyber-stealing, which they attribute, in large part, to the Internet.

“Academic cheating is defined as representing someone else’s work as your own. It can take many forms, including sharing another’s work, purchasing a term paper or test questions in advance, or paying another to do the work for you,” as stated by the International Center for Academic Integrity.

An informal survey of CSUSB students showed that an overwhelming majority of students believe plagiarism is wrong and should never be done.

For many students though, the issue isn’t always black and white.

“Stealing someone’s work and saying it’s yours isn’t okay. But I don’t see a problem with having someone write a paper for you, especially if it’s not a core class where it’s essential to know the material,” said Vivian Ortiz.

Students need to understand exactly what plagiarism is because a violation could result in serious penalties, such as failing a course, being suspended or expelled from the university.

Consistent with national trends, plagiarism is the most reported act of academic dishonesty at CSUSB, according to Star Kafouval-Wildes from the Student Conduct & Ethical Development office.

While some students may intentionally cheat, a majority of students do it without the intent to deceive.

“It’s wrong,” said Shamce Ahmad when asked how he feels about plagiarism.

On the other hand, when asked if he’s ever done it, he replied “Yes, but maybe just a sentence or a few words. People get lazy, they don’t want to go through the effort to cite.”

Many of the lines that constitute plagiarism become blurred because of the sheer amount of information available online and the ease with which you are able to copy it.

In a New York Times article entitled, “Plagiarism Lines Blur for Students in the Digital Age,” writer Trip Gabriel states, “It is a disconnect that is growing in the Internet age, as concepts of intellectual property, copyright and originality are under assault in the unbridled exchange of online information.”

Many students believe if it’s out there, it’s free for the taking.

“Copyright infringement isn’t enforced so if it’s available- it’s available,” said Ortiz.

New content is added to the Internet at an astounding rate, making it impossible for university professors to check student work on their own.

Turnitin is an online service to help them deal with the problem.

When students submit their work to Turnitin, the document is checked for improper citation, as well as unoriginal content in a matter of seconds.

“Essays submitted by students to Turnitin are compared to over 45 billion pages of digital content,” according to Turnitin’s website.

CSUSB offers various tools to help students maintain academic integrity.

This includes the Annual Academic Integrity Awareness Week, educational brochures, and educational workshops available throughout the year that are open to all students.
San Bernardino crime rates increase

By JENNIFER BAESKENS  Staff Writer

Gun shots, screams and sirens have become all too familiar sounds to San Bernardino residents.

Crime spikes in San Bernardino have left Emergency Medical Service personnel in a compromised position.

They are facing not only the challenges of emergency medicine, but also the dangers of responding to criminal activity.

First responders are concerned with their safety when going into these situations. Violent nature calls that have the possibility of retaliation against these responders are becoming more of the norm in San Bernardino.

“I bought a bullet proof vest for my own safety,” said a paramedic who wished to remain anonymous. “It gets really bad. We have a shooting or a stabbing every few minutes away from Santa Monica. Venice Beach offers a festive and eclectic feeling without costing too much.

Not only is it quite the sight, the water is perfect for beginning surfers. If you don’t own a surfboard, you can easily rent one from one of the many surf shops. Another destination is local amusement parks.

Places like Raging Waters or Hurricane Harbor are great activities for spring. At this time, there is not a lot of people, so it makes it possible to enjoy rides many times without having to wait as long.

“Raging Waters is a great water park; what I like the most is that there is a wide range of slides,” said freshman Jasmin Quintero. The season pass is well worth it if you plan to go more than once. Adult admission is $38.99, and the regular season pass is $59.99. It also gives you access to discounts on food and retail stores onsite.

Bringing your own picnic is helpful too, because food can be very pricey at amusement parks.

The mountains in the area are amazing for hiking. If you are a beginner, you don’t need a lot of fancy gear. A big bottle of water, a backpack, and a good pair of hiking boots is all that you’ll need.

The Third Stream Falls trail in Rancho Cucamonga is not too tedious and has a lot of beautiful scenery.

The climb is approximately six miles long. “Note that the first part of the trail is steep, but it gets easier as you go. If you take your time, everything will be fine,” said student Oliver Gauthier, who has hiked there many times.

Before getting started it is better to report your presence on the trail at the ranger’s office and get a map of the area. CSUSB also offers their Outdoors program at the Recreational Center.

Not many students know this, but it offers a wide range of outdoor activities for a fairly cheap price. The trips are open to students, faculty, alumni and the community.

The trips include backpacking, Yosemite National Park, an introduction to rock climbing, kayaking in Santa Barbara, snorkeling in La Jolla and hiking at Zion National Park.

The price covers the food for the trip, transportation, the gear they lend, as well as lodging, if necessary. Sign up as soon as possible, spots on these trips fill up quickly.
Pros and cons of Greek Life

By MARK KLOPPING
Staff Writer

The Greek life on campus is not typical of everything you see in the movies. Many sororities and fraternities focus on education, as well as giving back to the community, and this past week was a perfect example. Each sorority and fraternity chose an organization to provide their services.

Sorority Lambda Data Alpha President Jessica Braacamontes likes what her sorority represents. “We are academic-based. We don’t focus a lot on parties,” said Braacamontes.

“This week we have our philanthropy week, and we are doing Make a Wish,” continued Braacamontes.

Upon weighing the pros and cons, Braacamontes said that not every student feels that going Greek is imperative. Some students work and do not have the time to be a part of Greek life. Graphic design major Edward Gayton agrees with Braacamontes. “I’m really busy man. I work a lot,” said Gayton. “If I had the time I would. A lot of it seems interesting.”

Time is not a deterrent of a proud sister from the Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority, Brenda Toro Quintana. “The key is time management, and with that, you can practically do anything,” said Quintana. “Being in Zeta Tau Alpha, our time together is treasured and we use it wisely to work towards our goal of the moment.”

Quintana knows that it is difficult to expend all the energy needed for Greek Life, but in order to get the most out of it, you must put in the effort. “Being in a sorority takes as much focus as any other organization on campus,” said Quintana.

“In order to be successful [with] the primary purpose of the organization, there must be dedication,” continued Quintana. She finds that students do have a great amount of pride in their organizations. Hard work, along with time management is what keeps her going.

Time management is the way Quintana deals with her Greek life, but Mathematics major Arthur Perez has other commitments. “I chose not to be in one because I coach tennis at my old high school, so I have no time,” said Perez.

Perez did not completely omit the idea of joining a fraternity. “It did appeal to me; it seems fun.”

Initiation fees and chapter dues can be a problem as well. “But cost was also a thing. They claim it’s not a lot of money, but it’s like gas money to me,” said Perez.

Quintana looks towards the future when dealing with her time constraints. “Experience is essential when working on multiple fields within other majors, whether it’s campaign building, art, kinesiology, public relations, etc. You gain experience in skills that can, or will be applicable to life after college,” said Quintana.

There are many opinions on campus about Greek life, but there are different paths for everyone. Greek life has weighed heavily on students’ decisions about their present and future.

Coyotes cope with death

Psychological Counseling Center can help students bounce back from tragedy

By NAILEA FABIOLA AYALA
Staff Writer

As college students, the last thing we want to think about is dealing with the loss of a loved one. The process of healing is different for everyone and it depends on their idea of death.

However, many students don’t know if they can get help on campus for some, death is the most certain thing in the world, making it much easier to accept and overcome. Though for many others, death is something they will never be prepared to face.

“I accept it is a part of life. The more I accept it, the less I suffer,” said student Esmeralda Sahagun.

Many students are not prepared for the overwhelming emotions involved. Students already have a difficult time balancing jobs, relationships, family and school work.

So when the loss of a loved one surprises them, it can be extremely difficult to make a quick jump back into academics after such tragedy.

A loss may lead to isolation and depression, but students should know they are not alone. CSUSB offers students help through the Psychological Counseling Center (PCC).

The PCC not only offers individual counseling, but group counseling as well. The center offers a group called “Resilience: Bouncing Back from Life Challenges.” At some point, students will face hardships that may throw them off a steady course.

This group aims to help students bounce back from these challenges as quickly as possible. Students meet every Thursday from 2 p.m. to 3:20 p.m. in the PCC.

“Growing through Grief” is another group the PCC offers on Fridays from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. This group gives students the opportunity to share their own experiences.

Overcoming the loss of a friend or family member can become a lonely process. The PCC will help make the process easier by sharing your story with students that are going through similar experiences.

“Growing through Grief” also finds it helpful for students to celebrate the lives of those lost. This helps students learn and accept that death is a part of life, but helps them understand that their loved one will never be forgotten.

Students can contact the center at (909) 537-5040 to schedule a consultation in order to join a certain group.

Registration is required prior to attending any meeting. The PCC is located east of the Pfau Library and north of the main health center entrance.

Office hours are Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Wonder in technological world

By ERICA WONG
Staff Writer

Kansas State University professor Michael Wesch spoke last Thursday to a full-capacity room about the impact technology has had on our lives.

Wesch began by defining wonder as a sense of elation, which leads to a sense of wanting to explore the world around you.

“Wonder is harder to achieve because of the technology around us, but technology may also be used as leverage,” explained Wesch.

The purpose of technology is to open people up to each other, but instead has alienated and closed us off from each other, according to Wesch.

“If you’re totally immersed in media, it’s hard to see media’s effects,” said Wesch.

As a graduate student, Wesch lived in a New Guinea village with no plumbing, no technology, and no Internet access for eight years.

They were deeply immersed in each others’ lives and with this shared vulnerability also comes empathy.

Wesch asked the audience, “Empathy is on the decline. Is wonder on the decline as well?”

Ubiquitous computing is something that we should be concerned about because there are computers doing things humans can’t do, according to Wesch.

Algorithms dictate what content we consume. For example, Netflix will predict what movies or shows a user may want to watch.

The changes brought on by this new technological revolution results in a change in media, which leads to changed relationships, and then ends up leading to changed habits, and ultimately changed values.

The result of this is the generation of college students today, named “Generation Me” by Jean Twenge, which according to Wesch, search for identity and recognition in a new media landscape.

The villagers in New Guinea don’t have this problem because their “Identity comes from relationships, not how they present themselves to others,” explained Wesch.

“We are not born with identity and recognition, that’s why we go to college and struggle through our twenties to figure that out.”

Today, we live in a world of infinite choice. We become less and less happy and doubt ourselves as more options are presented to us.

Wesch coined this as the “Vicious Cycle of Whatever.” “To combat this social dilemma, we can utilize technology in more humane ways to make a better world for ourselves.”

Wesch offers an example from his own campus. K-State Proud is a student-led campaign at Kansas State University.

Their motto is simple: Every dollar donated helps a student at Kansas State when they need it most.

A clip was shown to the audience of students paying for other students’ textbooks, handing out cash, even helping someone parallel park.

Leveraging social media in a positive way demonstrates the best of what the digital landscape can be – to find our voice and share it with everybody else.

“Our voice sounds so much better within the context of other peoples,” said Wesch.

There is a darkness to technology, but there doesn’t have to be if we understand how it affects us.

Wesch concluded his presentation to a thunderous applause with, “We can’t allow technology to shape us. We have to shape it.”

By ERICA WONG
Staff Writer

Wesch’s seminar explained how technology affects us and the importance of understanding it.
Cage the Elephant’s performance on Friday April 18 left many feeling nostalgic and wanting more.

The American rock band from Bowling Green, Kentucky performed in Ventura, CA selling out The Majestic Ventura Theater.

When Cage the Elephant came out, they saw a pair of burgers and fries patterned undies on stage and said, “You know it’s going to be a good show when there’s underwear already waiting for us.”

Indeed, it was an amazing show. The vibes from the crowd were incredible; everyone was eagerly anticipating the bands performance, and when they finally made their appearance, the loud cheers were deafening.

They opened up with “Spiderhead,” and as soon as they began to play, the crowd’s roar grew louder and they all began to sing along.

Matt Shultz lead vocalist of the band is very passionate about his music. His passion was apparent in Ventura. He appeared to be transported to another universe while performing.

The energy he exuded while performing was eye-catching and contagious. They were captivating throughout the entire performance. They would get so caught up in the music that they would dance and jump all over stage. The audience also seemed to feel the urge to jump and dance with them.

In certain cases, a band will sound better on a recording than they do in a live performance. This was not the case for Cage the Elephant.

The light show went well with the band’s songs. They would turn a light blue when the songs were more soothing and mellow.

The venue was intimate, yet it was jam-packed.

When the band was near their last song, they told the crowd that they have been the best crowd so far.

When Cage the Elephant played their last song, the crowd went crazy and began to chant, “One more song!”

The band took a few minutes before running back on stage and said, “You all are an amazing crowd, much better than Coachella, yeah F**k Coachella!”

They performed two songs for their encore, “Shake Me Down” and “Sabertooth.”

While playing “Shake Me Down,” Shultz and one of the guitarists climbed on top of the speakers. The guitarist asked the equipment managers to throw him his guitar. Shultz and the guitarist then performed the last two songs from there.

At the end of “Sabertooth,” Shultz stage dived into the crowd from the tall speaker and crowd-surfed. The audience did not know how to respond.

The fans were so happy and excited; seeing Shultz crowd-surfing and doing handstands within the sea of people was beyond words. If you could not hear your thoughts before, you definitely could not hear them now.

Jessica Botello, a student at CSUSB said, “I was expecting this concert to be crazy with everyone jumping up and down. This performance was better than what I anticipated. “I actually enjoyed it, and that’s not the type of music I’m into,” continued Botello.

The crowd was amazing and the vibes were out of this world. I am definitely going to another one of their concerts.
The festival will take place all over the CSUSB campus and the College of Arts and Letters will hold the second Annual Arts and Music Festival on Friday, May 2. This festival will take place all over the CSUSB campus from 4 to 9 p.m. The festival will feature a wide variety of venders, food trucks, music, dance and art.

Different events will take place that cater to a wide range of audiences of all different ages.

The festival will begin at the Robert and Frances Fullerton Museum of Art (RAFFMA) and continue all the way to the Lower Commons.

The Art Walk will be filled with different booths displaying the paintings of artists from all over the country. A Jazz Festival will take place in the Lower Commons and present Latin artist Mongorama and UCLA Jazz Band. RAFFMA will have its annual art exhibition.

There is also going to be a Bohemian Fest, featuring henna artists, a drum circle, vintage clothing vendors, nail art and screen-printing. A competition, held by the Underground Music Society and the Santos Manuel Student Union called the Best of the Bands, will also take place during the festival. A variety of local bands will be participating. It will be located outside of the Visual Arts Building.

Ptui Library will host the activity Chalk-Art, where you can create art with chalk, as well as enjoy live music. Also at the library, there will be a brown bag book sale and more art exhibits.

There will also be art demonstrations, where you will get to see live glass blowing, ceramics and demonstrations inside the studios of the visual arts center. The Festival is definitely worth going to and it is absolutely free.

By MARLYN RODRIGUEZ, Staff Writer

The festival will feature a wide variety of local bands that will cater to a wide range of audiences of all different ages.

The festival will begin at the Robert and Frances Fullerton Museum of Art (RAFFMA) and continue all the way to the Lower Commons.

By MARLYN RODRIGUEZ, Staff Writer

The Art Walk will be filled with different booths displaying the paintings of artists from all over the country. A Jazz Festival will take place in the Lower Commons and present Latin artist Mongorama and UCLA Jazz Band.

RAFFMA will have its annual art exhibition. There is also going to be a Bohemian Fest, featuring henna artists, a drum circle, vintage clothing vendors, nail art and screen-printing.

A competition, held by the Underground Music Society and the Santos Manuel Student Union called the Best of the Bands, will also take place during the festival. A variety of local bands will be participating. It will be located outside of the Visual Arts Building.

Ptui Library will host the activity Chalk-Art, where you can create art with chalk, as well as enjoy live music.

Also at the library, there will be a brown bag book sale and more art exhibits. There will also be art demonstrations, where you will get to see live glass blowing, ceramics and demonstrations inside the studios of the visual arts center. The Festival is definitely worth going to and it is absolutely free.
Start Success Sooner!
Summer Session 2014 at CSUSB
Priority registration starts May 5

www.summer.csusb.edu | 909 537-3978 | summer@csusb.edu

I AM MEDICAL CLINIC INC.
5250 University Pkwy, Ste. A
San Bernardino, CA 92407-7051
909-804-8283

PEDIATRICS
SPECIAL CARE FOR YOUR CHILDREN
• Urine Test
• Vaccinations
• Tuberculosis Test
• Blood Pressure Test
• Test for Anemia

CHDP
We accept
Medical Insurance
and Medi-Cal

GENERAL MEDICINE
• Diabetes Treatment
• Heart Problems
• High Blood Pressure
• Kidney Problems
• Liver Problems
• High Cholesterol

We offer programs such as:
CHDP, Medi-cal, Medicare
Healthy Families, Healthy Kids
Family Planning, Etc...

FAMILY PLANNING AT NO COST TO YOU
• Methods Selection for Family Planning
• Injections or Pills for Family Planning
• Condoms and Foam to Avoid Pregnancy
• Treatment of Venereal Diseases

• Pap Smear
• Morning After Pill “Plan B”
• Tubal Ligation

CANCER DETECTION PROGRAM FOR LOW INCOME WOMEN
Early Detection Could Save Lives
• Breast Exams and Mammogram for women age 50 and up
• Pap Smear for women age 25 and up who had tubal ligation,
  hysterectomy, or menopause

ARE YOU PREGNANT?
PREGNANCY TEST & PRENATAL CARE AT NO COST TO YOU
FUTURE MOTHERS! California state law has determined the following
on the 26 of November, 1996: “Every woman who is on a low income will be able to
receive a pregnancy test and prenatal care completely free of cost.

YOUR PREGNATAL CARE INCLUDES:
• Patient Medical History
• Classes on Nutrition & Vitamins
• Referral to W.I.C., for food supplements
• Prenatal Doctor Checkups
• Ultrasound

Phone: 909-804-8283
Fax: 909-804-8296
Monday - Friday: 8 am - 5 pm
Saturday: 8 am - 2 pm
Sunday: By Appointment Only

La Sierra UNIVERSITY
SUMMER PROGRAMS
GET 25% OFF YOUR SUMMER TUITION
Finish your science requirements in one
quarter or squeeze in those final credits
that just didn’t fit into your schedule this
year to graduate on time!
The SUMMER PROGRAM at LA SIERRA UNIVERSITY offers
a variety of science and other disciplines classes at a special
discount rate. Registration is now open. Space is limited.

www.lasierra.edu/summer or call 951.785.2148
COME CELEBRATE THE CINCO DE MAYO WEEKEND WITH CSUSB
Edward James Olmos, Latino Literacy Now, California State University, San Bernardino, John M. Pflau Library, and the Santos Manuel Student Union Present:

LATINO
Book & Family
FESTIVAL

SATURDAY,
MAY 3, 2014
10 A.M.-5 P.M.
Santos Manuel Student Union
California State University, San Bernardino
5500 University Pkwy.
San Bernardino, CA 92407

EDUCATION • ENTERTAINMENT • CULTURE • FOOD •
EXHIBITS • STORYTELLING • MEET THE AUTHORS •
WORKSHOPS AND MUCH MORE!

ATTENDANCE AND PARKING IS FREE IN LOT D!
For information about the Latino Book and Family Festival and ADA assistance, please call (909) 537-5102.

Also: Arts & Music Festival, May 2, 4 p.m. - 9 p.m. featuring over 50 artists, vendors, and two stages of jazz music and local bands, (909) 537-7360.

Community partners: Kiwanis of Greater San Bernardino, Libreria del Pueblo, and the City of Readers
www.facebook.com/IELBFF
$46 per Unit!
Summer Registration Opens April 15th

You don’t need to be a math genius to see that $46 a unit is one heckuva lot less than what you’re paying at your university right now! Take advantage of low community college tuition this summer to get your core requirements out of the way. Save money you can put to good use on lots of other things, like textbooks, student loans, and having a life!

San Bernardino Valley College has plenty of professors with advanced degrees. And at community college, our mission is all about teaching.

You’ll also find that many of our 100- and 200-level courses have much lower class sizes than the “cattle” classes at typical 4-year schools! You can actually get some individual attention from your professor, if you want it.

Plus, our campus is gorgeous. New, modern buildings with up-to-date labs. Acres of green space. Friendly people.

You can choose from many courses that are fully transferrable for your BA or BS degree. Don’t delay; act now!

San Bernardino Valley College
www.valleycollege.edu

MORE MATCHES. MORE RESIDENCIES. MORE JOY.

Join the SGU Match Tour at the Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina, and learn about the moment of truth from 2014 graduates. If you’re thinking about medicine, you know how much Mia Day means. It’s the moment when you realize that all your hard work paid off and you are going to be a physician. St. George University doctors match into sought after US residencies. Check out our residency list at sguedu/match. Come to the SGU Match Tour and meet SGU graduates who land their dream jobs in 2014.

St. George’s University
MATCH TOUR 2014

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 7:30pm-9:30pm
Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina
RSVP: 1-800-899-6337 ext. 91280 or visit sguedu/infosessions
Major controversy follows Dodgers’ player

By ELIZABETH PIRAINO
Staff Writer

Yasiel Puig, Los Angeles Dodgers’ outfielder, has all the makings of a blockbuster motion picture: star athlete, rescuer, escapee, and is currently battling a $12 million lawsuit.

Puig has successfully defected from Cuba after four failed attempts. The 22-year old has already led an extraordinary life but unfortunately Puig is not willing to share his story.

Jesse Katz wrote in his Los Angeles Magazine article, “Escape from Cuba: Yasiel Puig’s Untold Journey to the Dodgers,” that “Puig has never publicly discussed his odyssey to the big leagues or even much of his life before that.”

The Dodgers signed Puig to a seven-year contract worth $42 million as an amateur free agent in 2012.

Puig has a batting average of .312 since being called up to the majors in June 2013 with an on-base-percentage of .386. The 22-year old has already led an extraordinary life but unfortunately Puig is not willing to share his story.

Scott Eden reported in “No One Walks Off The Island” for ESPN Magazine that much of what has been said about Puig’s journey to the United States has come from his childhood friend, Yunior Despaigne, who defected with Puig and two others.

In a statement attributed to Puig last week, he acknowledged his recent troubles. “I’m aware of the recent articles and new accounts. I understand that people are curious and have questions, but I will have no comment on this subject. I’m only focused on being a productive teammate and helping the Dodgers win games,” said Puig.

Eden recounts how Puig left Cuba on a cigarette-style boat, helmed by traffickers of a known Mexican drug cartel. The group was headed to Isla Mujeres, a small island off the coast of Mexico. Halfway to Mexico, the boat ran out of fuel and was adrift in the Caribbean Sea for several hours. Puig and his companions were finally rescued by other members of the cartel who were able to bring them ashore.

Once the defectors arrived on shore, they were whisked away to a motel room where they were held captive for several weeks by the traffickers as they waited to get paid.

Katz reported Despaigne said, “If they didn’t receive the money, they were saying that at any moment they might give him a machete”—a machete—“chop off an arm, a finger, whatever, and he would never play baseball again, not for anyone.”

The group of four was confined to one room and was finally rescued, under the cover of darkness, by members of another cartel.

The first cartel claimed that they were never paid the full amount of money that was promised to them and they have issued death threats against Puig.

Cartel members have also shown up at hotels where the Dodgers have been staying, to demand money from Puig.

Eden explains that Puig’s legal troubles are from a $12 million Florida lawsuit filed in Federal court, which accuses Puig of, “wrongfully accusing a man of attempting to set up a deception.”

The Dodgers have kept silent on the controversy surrounding Puig and Major League Baseball issued the following statement last week, “The safety and security of everyone in our sport is paramount importance to Major League Baseball (the League) cannot comment on such matters that have been taken.”

NBA playoffs shoot towards championship

By DONTIE MEDDER
Staff Writer

While the NCAA tournament wraps up, attention has turned to the NBA Playoffs.

All year long teams have been jockeying for a playoff position and now the final 16 are set.

Questions asked at the beginning of the season will be answered.

Can LeBron James win a third straight championship or are the Indiana Pacers ready to take a shot at the title? Can Kevin Durant put a feather on the cap on what seems to be a lock for his first Most Valuable Player award with a championship? Or do the Los Angeles Clippers legitimately have a chance to hang a banner in the Lakers home arena.

From seasoned veteran teams such as the San Antonio Spurs and Brooklyn Nets to the fresh faced upstart teams such as the Portland Trailblazers and Toronto Raptors, everyone has one goal in mind-an NBA championship?

The first round has begun and some things have already become apparent.

For starters, LaMarcus Aldridge cannot be stopped by one man on the rockets. He has 40 points in the first two games of the playoffs.

Aldridge has given the Portland Trailblazers a two-game lead over the Houston Rockets heading back to Portland for games three and four.

The Clippers and Golden State Warriors are evidently forming a rivalry. From Golden State head coach Mark Jackson and Blake Griffin getting almost nose to nose to Klay Thompson saying Blake plays like “a bull in a china shop.”

They have had bad blood between each other since their first meeting this season in October.

There is no better place to settle their differences than the opening round of the playoffs.

Another series to watch is the Toronto Raptors facing the Brooklyn Nets.

The battle of old versus young begins as the Nets, headlined by stars in the twilight of their careers such as Paul Pierce and Kevin Garnett, face off against new age stars Demar Derozan and Terrence Ross.

When it comes to age, however, the San Antonio Spurs core of Tony Parker, Manu Ginobili, and Tim Duncan seem to have been around forever.

When everyone writes them off, they come right back as the number one seed in the Western Conference.

They face another Texas team in the Dallas Mavericks who are powered by Dirk Nowitzki and their electric scoring guard Monta Ellis.

The Oklahoma City Thunder have their work cut out for them as they face the always aggressive Memphis Grizzlies.

The Grizzlies seem to always give the Western conference’s top seeds trouble.

Although the Pacers claimed the number one seed on the East, they have hardly played like it in the past couple months.

It showed in an opening game playoff loss to the Atlanta Hawks at home.

They returned to contender form in the second game winning by 16 points but in order to win an NBA championship, the Pacers will have to play like they did during the regular season.

The Miami Heat look to be in championship form after apart the shorthanded Charlotte Bobcats in game one and two. Al Jefferson, Bobcats’ leading scorer, is suffering through a plantar fasciitis injury, the Heat have taken a two game lead back to Charlotte where they will look for the sweep.

The first steps to crowning an NBA champion are underway.

There are many great competitive teams that will be coming from the East and West coast divisions.

Having a greater competition for that athletes that will be making it to the final playoffs that will be the best teams from the East and the West, giving a great spectacle to the fans and the spectators that come.

Competing head to head to show who is the best team within the nation.

Although many teams will be back competing in the playoffs next year, the chance to be in the playoffs isn’t always guaranteed, making the playoffs one of the most important competitions in the nation.
By SHANE BURRELL
Sports Editor

C
SUSB athletics will feel a hard hit from the athletic department when our current water polo team is replaced with an all women’s track and field team.

The shocking announcement to cut the sport was made March 21 by Director of athletics, Dr. Kevin Hatcher and Mark Reinhiller, Associate of Media relations.

Hatcher states the decision was made in the best interest of the communities and high schools of incoming students.

“Track and field is the single largest high school sport for young women in our immediate recruiting area of the Inland Empire,” stated Hatcher.

The reason behind the switch seems to be the new additions that will be added to our school.

However, Hatcher has some mixed feelings about the trade.

“This is a time of mixed emotions for both myself and Cal State San Bernardi-no,” said Hatcher.

Given the confusion on why this is the best decision for the school Hatcher explained, “Adding track and field makes sense on multiple levels, but in particular, it accommodates more of the interests and abilities of young women in our area.”

Although Hatcher states that this change makes sense on multiple levels, it still begs the question why the only opening is for women.

Track and Field is a sport of strength and endurance that both men and women are able to participate in.

Hatcher also made a comment that this change is necessary to keep the school’s commitment to Title IX, which states that there should be an equal opportunity for men and women in the college sports.

This policy means that schools and colleges receiving federal funding can not legally give preference to men. Instead, they must allocate their resources to men and women in proportion to their interest and enrollment, stated by Lisa Wade PhD, of Society Pages.

The number of athletic teams might not have changed on campus, but the dynamic of the athletics has definitely changed and not in favor of the students.

According to the school’s website of Institutional Research, there are 23.6 percent more women than men on campus.

In my opinion this statistic is factual and does not suggest that the men who attend CSUSB are less athletic than the women.

By making the track and field team only open to women, the school is missing out on the talented men that are able to benefit the school.

Hatcher stated that when it comes down to it, that they must do what is right for the budget, as well the department.

“But at the end of the day, our commitment is to our CCAA membership and maintaining our fiscal operations in an efficient manner,” stated Hatcher.

Maintaining the membership with the CCAA is a great opportunity for our athletes to gain scholarships and be able to play some of the sports they enjoy and expand their talents as athletes.

Having the Track and Field only limited to the female students and not the male students excludes the talents that could be utilized to help support our school.

As for keeping up with Title IX, we should be able to add this sport as co-ed, and look at another sport for the women of our campus. By doing this we might be able to expand the range of male students verse female students as well as promote the talents of all of our community and not just the female population.

It appears that the university is reactionary to the shift toward female athletes verse male athletes in the department.

Although in my opinion if the university will allow males to also enter the track and field program then this will give an opportunity to expand the budget in the athletics as well as expand the population of our student body, thus giving students more opportunities to benefit from our school while being able to have more funding for our athletics programs.